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1 ABSTRACT
Fabric Attached Memory (FAM) enables fast access to large datasets required in High Performance Data Analytics (HPDA) and Exploratory Data Analytics (EDA) [1] applications. The Chapel language is designed for such applications and helps programmers via high-level programming constructs that are easy to use, while delegating the task of managing data and compute partitioning across the cluster to the Chapel compiler and runtime. Our previous work[9] integrates FAM access within Chapel using a language-provided feature called user-defined array distributions[5]. To support more general computational patterns using FAM from Chapel through abstracted language constructs, we have enabled a record-based pointer type to the FAM-resident data object and enabled access to the FAM memory through these pointers.

2 BACKGROUND
Fabric Attached Memory [7] is disaggregated memory available to the compute nodes, over fast interconnects such as Slingshot. FAM helps large HPC and HPDA applications with datasets larger than the available DRAM of the nodes. As shown in Figure 1, Fabric Attached Memory architecture is implemented using globally accessible memory nodes attached to compute nodes through a high-speed network such as Slingshot. The architecture can scale to support petabytes of globally addressable fabric-attached memory and more than 10,000 compute nodes. All compute, I/O and FAM resources are independently scalable as necessary. The modular design ensures that the architecture can take advantage of new technologies as they become available. In future, the architecture can be enhanced to take advantage of the GFAM feature proposed in the CXL 3.0 specification [11] and support other forms of Storage Class Memory (SCM) from different vendors.

Figure 1: FAM Architecture

3 INTRODUCTION
Chapel [2], [3] is a language designed for programming high performance parallel computing. At HPE, we are developing a large-scale prototype for fabric attached memory, with multiple efforts to identify how best to program FAM. Thus, enabling FAM support in Chapel language becomes relevant. Even though the Chapel language supports distribution of data and compute tasks across the cluster by abstracting the underlying details, it does not provide any abstraction for disaggregated memory. In our previous work[9], we added support for accessing FAM data through array distributions[4], providing the same level of abstraction and parallelism that Chapel currently supports for data that is resident in compute node memory. However, the array distribution is a specific use case of FAM and does not help in problems that require complex data-structures like linked-lists, trees, or key-value stores. Traditionally, programming languages use pointers to the user data, which significantly simplifies the overall implementation in such problems. Today, Chapel users can use Class objects to build these complex data structures. However, the class object does not help in constructing data-structures for disaggregated memory like FAM.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
Our solution provides a way to represent pointers to FAM and supports accessing the FAM-resident data from Chapel through these pointers. We support a pointer type in Chapel for the FAM resident data through language constructs and support access to the FAM data through these pointers by abstracting all the underlying FAM access details from the user. This pointer internally holds required details to locate the data on FAM and implements methods to access user data on FAM. The FAM pointer is used to point to any pre-existing data on FAM. Hence, the allocation and deallocation of the FAM data items are excluded from the FAM pointer.
definition. Figure 2 represents different FAM pointers (FAMptr)
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**Figure 2: FAM Pointer**

with the context required to access different FAM locations. The FAMptr is implemented using Chapel's record type and internally uses the OpenFAM library [6] to access FAM. The FAMptr includes details like data type, OpenFAM handle, and an offset to locate the data residing on FAM. Additionally, it also includes methods that are called to read from and write into the FAM location pointed to by the FAMptr. The FAMptr also supports pointer arithmetic operations.

```plaintext
record FAMptr {
    type t; // the type the pointer is pointing to
    var fahandle:fa_desc; // descriptor for the FAM data item
    var fah_offset:uint(64); // offset into the FAM data item

    // Initialize FAMptr to point to data on FAM
    proc init(fa_type, fahandle, fa_desc: u nil) {
        // Read the data from FAM
        proc read(): t {
            // Write data into FAM
            proc write(value): {
                // increment the FAMptr to point to next element
                proc increment() {
                    // decrement the FAMptr to point to previous element
                    proc decrement() {
                        // Support pointer arithmetic, modifies the offset accordingly
                        operator +([fah: FAMptr, rhs: int]) {
                            operator -([fah: FAMptr, rhs: int]) {
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
```

**Figure 3: Record based FAMptr**

Figure 3 shows a sample definition of the FAM pointer record. The allocation and de-allocation of the FAM data objects are decoupled from the pointer definition. Hence, the user of a FAMptr can use low-level OpenFAM APIs to manage the FAM memory.

The FAMptr is created similar to a typical record instantiation in Chapel. The FAM pointer is a Chapel record instance that is allocated on the compute node's memory where it is declared, and points to data on FAM. The FAMptr declaration requires the data type being pointed at to be specified as an argument, as well as an optional OpenFAM handle. A new pointer can also be created using an existing FAMptr through the assignment statement. Like traditional pointers, the FAM pointer also supports arithmetic operations like adding and subtracting integers to and from the pointer. Using arithmetic operations, the pointer can be dynamically updated to point to the intended location on FAM. Figure 4 shows how the key-value pair can be represented for the FAM data store using FAM pointer. The data resides on Fabric Attached Memory. Each key is associated with a value which is a pointer to FAM. And this pointer holds the handle which has the required details to access the FAM data. The key-value pair both reside on DRAM. Any query or update to the user data through corresponding key-value pair is internally translated into FAM data access which will be abstracted from the user. Similar to the Key value store described here, any data structure can be constructed where the actual payload resides on FAM and the data-structure itself is stored on DRAM.

5 PROPOSAL EVALUATION

```plaintext
1 use FAMtypes; // new module for FAMptr definition

    // use bindings to allocate/lookup OpenFAM regions and data items
    // declare pointer to integer on FAM represented by FAM descriptor Fd
    var ptr1 = new FAMptr(int, Fd);

    var ptr2 = new FAMptr(int, Fd);

    ptr1.write(10); // write to FAM using ptr1
    ptr2.read(); // read from FAM using ptr2

    ptr2.increment(); // point to next int
    var ptr3 = ptr1 + 1; // pointer arithmetic

    var ptr4 = new FAMptr(int); // ptr4 pointing to nothing initially
```

**Figure 5: Example Chapel program for using FAMptr**
We have prototyped and successfully tested an initial proof-of-concept implementation, which provides the following operations. Read from and write into FAM.

Pointer arithmetic operations like adding and subtracting integers to and from the pointer.

Figure 5 shows our test Chapel program that creates a FAM pointer to point to pre-existing FAM data that is represented by an OpenFAM handle/descriptor. The program shows the reading and writing into the FAM location using the FAM pointer and does pointer arithmetic operation to traverse to the corresponding location on FAM.

The FAMptr provides abstraction of the underlying details of the OpenFAM library and helps to simplify the FAM access in the application, without additional overhead. We tested the program that serially updates every 8-byte integer of a 100MiB FAM data using both FAMptr and OpenFAM APIs through Chapel bindings[9]. As shown in Figure 6, the performance of the FAM update operation when using bindings and FAMptr are nearly the same. Hence, FAMptr provides the same performance of using low-level APIs while also providing ease of FAM access to the developers.
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